One, Two, Three: A Beetle, A Butterfly, A Bee!
Flower Observation and Insect Pollinator Count
A GEN Eco- Standards Check Activity
Essential Question:
Why do pollinators choose certain flowers over others?

At a Glance:
Learners observe flower structure and factors that may or may
not attract certain pollinators, while recording pollinators seen on
their site.

Background Information:
There are many things that affect a pollinator’s choice of nectar
plants. The sugar content of the nectar and the color and shape of
the flower all determine which insects will come to which
flowers. The scent of a flower is another method used to attract
pollinators. Flowers give off a unique smell that will attract a
certain type of pollinator. By observing flowers for a short period
of time, children can begin to make generalizations about which
pollinators prefer which flowers. Using a hand lens, one can also
observe the structure of the flower.
The teacher can guide the children by asking them to locate the
pollen and nectar in the flower they are observing. Learners can
also keep an eye on what is going on around their own patch of
flowers. Are there other flowers that insects like better? Learners
should be encouraged to think of “I wonder…” questions. Do
they wonder anything about what they are watching? Wondering
is the first step in becoming engaged.

Location: Outside near a patch
of weeds, wildflowers, or
cultivated flowers
Objectives: Learners will
1) determine factors that
affect pollinators' choice of
food (flower color, shape,
smell, etc.).
2) observe pollinators on their
site.
3) observe and draw the
structure of a flower.
Skills: data collection,
observation, analysis,
communication, inference
Supplies:
• flags
• data sheets: 1, 2, 3 - A
Beetle, A Butterfly, A Bee,
Search for Pollinators!
• pencils
• hand lenses
• thermometers
Subjects: science, math
Time: 30 minutes

Getting Ready:
Locate an appropriate area on your school site to investigate flowers and insects. Most schools
have patches of weeds or wildflowers along the edge of the playground that can be used for this
activity. If you have a school garden, you can use that area. Place ‘flags’ at several different
weed or flower locations for your learner teams.

Procedure:
Part A. Observation
1. Split learners into groups and hand each team a
clipboard and Standards Checks data sheet, a pencil,
a hand lens, and a thermometer (if there are enough).
2. Assign learners to different areas to observe different
patches of flowers. Each group should start off at the
checkpoint and walk two paces to the north, south,
east, or west.
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3. Ask the learners to record the date, time, temperature and weather conditions on their
worksheet. Have them spend five minutes recording the kind and number of insects or other
animals that visit the patch of flowers directly in front of them. They are to put a tally mark
on the data sheet for each flower visitor.
4. Next, the learners are to choose four pollinators and the flowers where the pollinators were
observed to describe in the boxes on the data sheet. Ask the learners to find where the pollen
and nectar are on their flower.
5. Allow learners to complete their data sheet.

Part B. Search for Pollinators: Loop Walk
1. For this part of the activity choose a loop to walk on your club site and walk the same way
each time you do this standards’ check.
2. Orient learners to the Search for Pollinators! data sheet.
3. As the group walks the designated loop, learners are to place a check (/) next to each
pollinator they see on the site.
4. At the end of the tour, add up the total number of pollinators that were seen. Next answer the
questions at the bottom of the data sheet. Ask learners if they noticed more pollinators in
certain parts of the club site. Why do you think there were more in those areas? What could
we do to improve our club site for pollinators?

Discussion/Assessment:
1. When time is up, call all groups together and compare counts. Discuss the following
questions. (If desired, results can be graphed back at the classroom).
• Which groups of flowers do pollinators seem to prefer?
• What color is preferred?
• What shape is preferred?
• What would a scientist do to prove the results of such a count? (A scientist would do the
test several times, at different locations, and at different times of the day.)
2. Have learners brainstorm and develop a list of twenty “I wonder” questions needed to
understand their flowers and pollinators. Questions might include:
• Which groups of flowers do pollinators
seem to prefer?
• Does the size of a flower make a
difference?
• What color is preferred by butterflies?
by bees?
• Which flowers receive visits by only
one type of insect?
• What shape is preferred by butterflies?
bees? hummingbirds?
• Do tall plants receive more visits than
short plants?
• What time of day are pollinators busiest?
• Do all insects collect pollen from flowers?
• Do any pollinators visit our school at night?
• Are certain weather conditions better for certain insects?
• Who/what are the main pollinators that visit our school site?

3. The “I wonder…” questions can be used to help learners begin an active investigation.
Encourage learners to think about how they could follow up on their inquiries—an important
step in the scientific process. Some questions are investigable, other are not. Following are
some questions that you may ask to help learners sort their “I wonder…” questions to identify
possible inquiries to pursue:
•
•
•

Could we find an answer to your question if we observed longer and gathered more
data? (How long do you think we would have to study this place?
Could we find the answer to your question by doing research? Where might you search?
Could we design an experiment to investigate your question?

Pollination Department

ECO-STANDARDS CHECK

ONE, TWO, THREE: A BEETLE, A BUTTERFLY, A
BEE!
Team Members _______________________________Date ________Time ________
Checkpoint # or Name __________Direction (circle): N NE NW S SE

SW E W

Weather Conditions: Temperature ______ Cloud Cover/Sun ________ Wind _______
INSTRUCTIONS: From your checkpoint, walk two paces to the north, south, east or west.
Spend five minutes, recording the kind and number of insects or other animals that visit the patch
of flowers directly in front of you. Put one tally mark on the data sheet for each flower visitor.

Time: 5 minutes
Fly _________________________________________________________
Bee ________________________________________________________
Wasp ______________________________________________________
Butterfly or Moth ____________________________________________
Beetle ______________________________________________________
Hummingbird _______________________________________________
Other ____________________________________________________
Pollinator/ Flower Descriptions: Describe up to four pollinators and the flowers where
the pollinators were observed in the blocks below.

Pollinator 1: ______________________
Flower color: ______________________
# of flowers (few, many, single): _______
Shape (disc, tube, other): _____________
Notes:

Pollinator 2: ______________________
Flower color: _____________________
# of flowers (few, many, single): ______
Shape (disc, tube, other): ____________
Notes:

Pollinator 3: ______________________
Flower color: _____________________
# of flowers (few, many, single): ______
Shape (disc, tube, other): ____________
Notes:

Pollinator 4: ______________________
Flower color: _____________________
# of flowers (few, many, single): ______
Shape (disc, tube, other): ____________
Notes:

Pollination Department

ECO-STANDARDS CHECK

Search for Pollinators!
Team Members _______________________________Date ________Time ________
Checkpoint # or Name __________Direction (circle): N NE NW S SE

SW E W

Weather Conditions: Temperature ______ Cloud Cover/Sun ________ Wind _______

NOTE: For this activity choose a loop to walk on your school site and walk the same
way each
INSTRUCTIONS: Place a check (/) next to each pollinator you see on your site. At the
end of your tour, add up the total number of pollinators that you saw.

Pollinators

This many times. . .

Total

Bees
Butterflies
Beetles
Wasps
Flies
Moths
Hummingbirds
Other (name)
Which areas had more pollinators than others on your club site? __________

Why do you think these areas had more pollinators? ___________________
_____________________________________________________________
What could we do to improve our club site for pollinators? ______________
_____________________________________________________________

